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Kennebec Lumber provides lumber for the 
Maine Traditions brand of traditional solid hardwood 
flooring – prefinished and unfinished. 

Kennebec Lumber Company takes special pride in 
offering the finest genuine hardwood floors available for 
sale within the Maine Traditions brand.  Continually, 
Kennebec Lumber strives to produce hardwood 
flooring that maintains old world craftsmanship while 
embracing technologies that allow for the innovation 
of hardwood products.

Kennebec Lumber has been owned and operated 
for three generations by a family that has made 
a commitment to providing environmentally 
sustainable products and unparalleled quality.  It 
is this commitment that drives the company to this 
day.  From its founding in woods of Maine, Kennebec 
Lumber has been a company that sets only the highest 
of bars for sustainability, service, and quality.

Premier Hardwood also provides a portion of the lumber 
for the Maine Traditions brand of traditional solid hardwood 
flooring – prefinished and unfinished.  The addition of Premier 
Hardwoods to the Maine Traditions brand in 2019 created a 
broader depth of product for the brand; bringing more species 
and availability to Maine Traditions.

Premier Hardwood, also owned and operated by three 
generations of a family with deep roots in the lumber industry, 
brings the same adherence to excellence that Kennebec 
Lumber Company began Maine Traditions with.

Together, Kennebec Lumber and Premier Hardwood 
provide for Maine Traditions a high standard of excellence, 
generationally sustainable harvesting practices, and a 
commitment to lasting products designed and built by the 
people of a region rich in the lumber harvesting industry of 
the Northeastern United States. 

Crafted in the Northeast,
By Your Friends and Neighbors.
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Lumber harvested by 
Kennebec Lumber and 
Premier Hardwoods comes 
from as far south as Northern 
Virginia, as north as the 
farthest reaches in Maine, 
and just about everywhere 
in between.  This lumber 
is sustainably harvested by 
only the most responsible 
lumber men and women in 
a region known for highly 
sought after lumber, the 
Northeastern United States.

In every step of the process from harvesting through to even shipping the finished hardwood flooring 
to the home, Maine Traditions hardwood flooring is handled by the working people of the Northeastern 
United States.  Rest assured that Maine Traditions is a quality product and supports the economies of 
the people that live in this diverse region. 

Beyond the harvesting practices by Maine Traditions 
lumber sources, a continual source of quality prefinished 
product comes from the company’s finish line in Syracuse, 
NY.

The Maine Traditions finish line is managed by 
experienced finish trades people that are well trained to 
make prefinished hardwood that meets even the slightest 
of tolerances.  

A combination of the industries finest finishing equipment 
and decades of experience on the line itself makes for a 
prefinished product that will compare to even the highest 
standards of quality in the hardwood flooring industry 
for precision and durability.  Only the finest hardwood 
floors will eventually meet the rigorous quality standards 
set by Kennebec Lumber, Premier Hardwoods, and the 
Maine Traditions finish line.
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For the Maine Traditions Rangeley Collection, 
we have employed the centuries-old live-sawing 
technique to produce solid Red Oak flooring with 
distinctive style and exceptional character for 
today’s homes. Live-sawing is actually the oldest, 
most traditional method of cutting lumber, but its 
popularity waned in North America as much as a 
century ago. Now, Maine Traditions has adapted 
this time-tested sawing technique to create our 
Rangeley Collection of four Red Oak floors. 
The Rangeley Collection is offered in rugged, 
substantial 5” wide tongue & groove boards, 
wirebrushed and finished with your choice of seven 
stains or clear matte UV finish.

Rather than repeatedly turning logs in the sawmill 
to maximize yield, the rough lumber used to 
create the Rangeley Collection is parallel cut in the 
traditional “live-sawn” style used in past centuries. 
In simple terms, when we live-saw a log, we start 
at the top, and work our way down. This results in 
a natural mix of boards – plain sawn first, then rift 
sawn, and finally quarter sawn boards nearest the 
middle of  
the log. 

The live-sawn method incorporates all of the  
natural character of the tree from which it was cut 
– showcasing the full spectrum of red oak’s color 
and grain variations, including knots, checks, pith 
and intriguing mineral streaks.

Live-Sawn Red Oak Floors in the Maine Traditions 
Rangeley Collection offer lots of character. In 
fact, they are far from blandly consistent. So 
these handsome floors lend themselves to casual, 
livable homes, old house restorations and many 
contemporary homes, as well as other applications 
that call for a truly distinctive look.

RANGELEY COLLECTION
THE

Live-Sawn Lumber

Plain Sawn Lumber

Rangeley Collection
5” width, Wirebrushed
Driftwood Stain with Matte UV
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Rangeley Collection
5” width, Wirebrushed
Fawn Stain with Matte UV

Rangeley Collection
5” width, Wirebrushed
Moose Stain with Matte UV

Rangeley Collection
5” width, Wirebrushed
Vintage Brown Stain with Matte UV

Rangeley Collection
5” width, Wirebrushed
Saddleback Stain with Matte UV

Rangeley Collection
5” width, Wirebrushed
Dusk Stain with Matte UV

Rangeley Collection
5” width, Wirebrushed
Barrel Stain with Matte UV
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Introducing the exciting new Camden Collection 
of engineered White Oak floors. Produced 
in impressive 71⁄2” wide planks and lightly 
wirebrushed, this new collection includes several 
floors that are also finished with a subtle, yet 
distinctive whitewash. Inspired by New England 
coastal living, the floors in the Camden Collection 
are perfect for open, contemporary homes and are 
sure to enhance their owners’ casual lifestyles.

As with all Maine Traditions prefinished hardwood floors, these 
Camden Collection floors are covered by our 50 year limited 
warranty for residential use. Ask your retailer or see our website  
for details: www.mainetraditionsflooring.com

CAMDEN COLLECTION
THE

• All of our solid pre-finished floors are 3/4” thick for the 
greatest strength, dimensional stability and durability.

• Engineered floors in our Camden Collections are 
manufactured in full half-inch thickness, and utilize the finest 
birch ply backers, high-tech adhesives and best sawn-face 
veneers available.

• Responsibly grown, harvested and manufactured in USA. 
Qualifies for LEED credits. Complies with CARB Phase II.

• Logs sustainably harvested from one region to provide 
consistent color, grain and overall quality, year–to–year.

• State-of-the-art milling, finishing and quality control 
operations adhere to the strictest of standards, and are 
painstakingly documented.

• Nano PLUS™ high-tech UV-cured polyurethane finish for 
durability and beauty. Medium-low-gloss finish for the Classic 
Collection, low-gloss matte finish for Camden and Rangeley 
Collections.

• 50-year residential limited warranty. 5-year light 
commercial warranty. See our website or ask your retailer for 
details, restrictions.

• Prefinished moldings are available for all species, grades and 
stains. Ask your retailer for ordering information.

Why you should choose  
MAINE TRADITIONS HARDWOOD

Camden Collection
White Oak, 71⁄2” width
Lightly Wirebrushed
Boardwalk Stain

Camden Collection
White Oak, 71⁄2” width
Lightly Wirebrushed
Breakwater Stain, Whitewashed
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Camden Collection
White Oak, 71⁄2” width
Lightly Wirebrushed
Driftscape Stain, Whitewashed

Camden Collection
White Oak, 71⁄2” width
Lightly Wirebrushed
Harbor Mist Stain, Whitewashed

Camden Collection
White Oak, 71⁄2” width
Lightly Wirebrushed
Sea Salt Stain, Whitewashed

Camden Collection
White Oak, 71⁄2” width
Lightly Wirebrushed
Rock Cliff Stain, Whitewashed

Camden Collection
White Oak, 71⁄2” width
Lightly Wirebrushed
Shell Stain

Camden Collection
White Oak, 71⁄2” width
Lightly Wirebrushed
Sandstone Stain
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Our Classic Collection includes solid hardwood 
floors in six native species, in a variety of widths, 
stains and finishes. You’ll find over two dozen of 
the Classics here!

Solid red oak, yellow birch, hickory, cherry, red 
birch and hard maple floors, with a number of stain 
options, as well as clear. All feature the medium-
low gloss finish one might expect in a “classic” 
hardwood floor. 

All Maine Traditions prefinished floors are covered by our 50 year 
limited warranty for residential use. Ask your retailer, or see our 
website for details: www.mainetraditionsflooring.com

CLASSIC COLLECTION
THE

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31/4”
Whiskey Stain

Classic Collection
American Cherry
Antique Grade 31/4” 
Clear UV Finish

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Toast Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Midnight Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Greystone Stain
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Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Black Pepper Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Honey Rose Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Clear Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Almond Stain

Classic Collection
Hickory
Natural Grade 31/4” 
Clear UV Finish

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Grizzly Stain
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Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Premium Grade 31/4” 
Clear UV Finish

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Clear UV Finish

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Coca Stain

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Brownie Stain

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Suede Stain
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Classic Collection
Yellow Birch
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Clear UV Finish

Classic Collection
Hickory
Natural Grade 31/4” 
Kodiak Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Pebble Stain

Classic Collection
Hickory
Natural Grade 31/4” 
Heather Stain

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Auburn Stain

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Stone Stain
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Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Cranberry Stain

Classic Collection
Hickory
Natural Grade 31/4” 
Bourbon Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Graphite Stain

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Harvest Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31/4” 
Copper Stain
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MAINE TRADITIONS 
HARDWOOD GRADES

Swatches illustrate the difference between our Premium and Coastal grades in Hard Maple 
and Red Oak. Our Premium grade’s minimal grain and color variations are evident. However, 
many homeowners prefer the more diverse grain and color inherent in Coastal grade. 
Although our grading standards are more stringent than most in the industry, hardwood is a 
natural product, and every carton will vary somewhat.

Premium Grade: This grade shows all the modern clean, 
clear attributes of the very best hardwood, with minimal 
color and grain variations. During the production process 
the Premium grade is selected by eliminating boards with 
character or darker heartwood, producing a grade that  
shows only an occasional mineral streak or pin knot,  
which are minimized to ensure the quality you expect with  
a premium floor.

Coastal Grade: Our Coastal grade provides a great option 
for those looking for intriguing color contrasts, character, 
natural mineral streaks, and varying grain patterns.  
Coastal grade is often chosen just to provide diversity in  
the appearance of the hardwood floor. It’s also a very 
popular grade for those wanting to pull colors together 
in a room, from the walls through the furniture and 
floor coverings. The varying colors and grain patterns 
found in each hardwood species are brought to life in this 
proprietary grade.

Antique Grade: The Antique grade is reserved for the 
species with the most spectacular color and grain 
appearance – Red Birch and American Cherry. A grade 
unique to Maine Traditions, our Antique grade is produced 
by using the entire run of lumber, combining our Premium 
and Coastal grades together in each carton. This blending 
of grades allows the true flavor of the hardwood to come 
out, with very rich color and grain contrast.

Natural Grade: Utilizing the entire run of Hickory, we 
produce this grade to promote better length. Natural Grade 
exhibits some color variation, with solid character. Includes 
all clear sapwood, developing heart-wood, a few solid knots 
up to 1⁄2”, with voids up to 1/4” filled.

Live–Sawn: A true mix of grades, our live-sawn red oak 
includes plain-sawn, rift-sawn and quarter-sawn lumber, 
incorporating all of the natural character of the tree from 
which it was cut. Showcases the full spectrum of red oak’s 
color and grain variations, including knots, checks, pith  
and intriguing mineral streaks. Offers better than average 
board length.

Hard Maple
Premium 

Red Oak
Premium 

Red Oak
Coastal

Hard Maple
Coastal



RANGELEY COLLECTION – SOLID 3/4" HARDWOOD FLOORING
5" wirebrushed, matte finish

CAMDEN COLLECTION – ENGINEERED 1/2" FLOORING
with sawn face

White Oak

White Oak

Wirebrushed

Wirebrushed / Whitewashed

Boardwalk, Sandstone, Shell
Breakwater, Driftscape, Harbor Mist, Rock Cliff, 
Sea Salt

SPECIES

SPECIES

STYLE

GRADE

7 1/2"

5" 

STAIN COLORS

STAIN COLORS

CLASSIC COLLECTION – SOLID 3/4" HARDWOOD FLOORING
Note: 3/4" solid hardwood is recommended only for installations at or above grade. Consider our engineered flooring options for below-grade installations (basements).

Red Oak Premium
Coastal

Coastal Stains

Clear Nano PLUS™UV Finish

Clear Nano PLUS™UV Finish
Clear Nano PLUS™UV Finish

Clear Nano PLUS™UV Finish

Clear Nano PLUS™UV Finish

Clear Nano PLUS™UV Finish
Saddle, Kodiak, Bourbon, Heather

Almond, Copper, Graphite, Greystone, Grizzly,  
Honey Rose, Midnight, Pebble, Toast, Whiskey

Clear Nano PLUS™UV Finish

Clear Nano PLUS™UV Finish

Auburn, Brownie, Black Pepper, Coca, Cranberry, 
Harvest, Stone, Suede

PremiumHard Maple

Yellow Birch

Cherry

Hickory

Coastal

Coastal Stains

Coastal

Antique

Natural
Natural Stains

SPECIES GRADE 31/4" 4" 5" STAIN COLORS

Responsibly grown,
sustainably harvested, & 
manufactured with pride 

in the USA.

Maine Traditions Hardwood Flooring products are covered by our 50 year warranty (5 years light commercial). 
For complete details, ask your retailer or visit our website.
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Red Oak Live-Sawn

Red Oak Live-Sawn Driftwood, Fawn, Moose, Dusk, Vintage Brown, 
Saddleback, Barrel


